Room acoustic modal analysis using Bayesian inference.
Strong modal behavior can produce undesirable acoustical effects, particularly in recording studios and other small rooms. Although closed-form solutions exist to predict modes in rectangular rooms with parallel walls, such solutions are typically not available for rooms with even modest geometrical complexity. This work explores a method to identify multiple decaying modes in experimentally measured impulse responses from existing spaces. The method adopts a Bayesian approach working in the time domain to identify numerous decaying modes in an impulse response. Bayesian analysis provides a unified framework for two levels of inference: model selection and parameter estimation. In this context model selection determines the number of modes present in an impulse response, while parameter estimation determines the relevant parameters (e.g., decay time and frequency) of each mode. The Bayesian analysis in this work is implemented using an approximate numerical technique called nested sampling. Experimental measurements are performed in a test chamber in two different configurations. Experimentally measured results are compared with simulated values from the Bayesian analyses along with other, more classical calculations. Discussion of the results and the applicability of the method is provided.